Home Run by Gene Conneil in Eighth Innings

The Bed and Blue in Second Innings

Polls Open From Entire Personnel

SERENDIPITY TEAM PLAY FINAL TODAY

Street Play in afternoon's final game of the Men's Association's Intramural League was played by the Phi Delta Theta team of the University of Pennsylvania. The game was played in the afternoon's final game of the Men's Association's Intramural League was played by the Phi Delta Theta team of the University of Pennsylvania. The game was

SENIORS TO BALLOT FOR SECRETARY-TREASURER

FRATERNITY TEAMS PLAY FINAL TODAY

C.A. INSTALLS NEW CABINET MEMBERS

The first team to be played was the Red Blue team, and the second team, Red and Blue. The game was played in the afternoon's first game of the Men's Association's Intramural League was played by the Phi Delta Theta team of the University of Pennsylvania. The game was

POLLS OPEN FROM ENTIRE PERSONNEL
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Have you seen the announcement of the $30,000 Coca-Cola prize contest—out this month in the following magazines?

The Saturday Evening Post  May 7
Literary Digest  May 14
Collier's Weekly  May 21
Liberty  May 14
Life  May 5

Keep your eyes open to Coca-Cola advertising for the next three months—three newspapers, three magazines, posters and window displays! Show windows and in-store decorations and refreshment stand decorations. Follow this contest and win a prize of real cash.

The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.

AN INVITATION

Many of you Pennsylvanians, in the years to come, will be engaged in manufacturing or in selling manufacturers' products. You know about manufacturing processes. You are interested in the welfare of the Catholic Church, and you are interested in the welfare of the world. You know that your Christian duty is to help your fellow men.

AN INVITATION

Is extended to all of you to visit our mill and see how Claridge Wide Seamless Carpets are made. You will have an interesting trip and we will have the pleasure of knowing that you will then know us better.

CHARLES W. POULSON  and SONS CARPET Co., Inc.,
56th Street and Lancaster Avenue

Rugs made from this carpet may be purchased from the John Henry Stores, Inc., Newark, N. J.

CLARIDGE
Wide Seamless Carpets

BRITISH NOBLE EXPLAINS CAMBRIDGE’S FREEDOM

Sir Henry Lunn, recent University Speaker, says freedom is not without numerous drawbacks.

THREE ATTENDANCES IN 4 YEARS

"Freedom, as it is allowed in the English universities, develops leaders of men, but it is harmful to the greater percentage of the students," according to Sir Henry Lunn, wellknown scholar and advocate of the League of Nations, who recently appeared at the University under the auspices of the Arts Association.

Commenting, Sir Henry said: "In our colleges, the great freedom in studies and in discipline tends to develop character in those who have the qualifications of good leadership. But this same liberty helps the majority of students to avoid work. In our liberal universities the sciences are few and scattered, and the undergraders'" acquaintance with three languages, that is, interpreters, may be broken at will.

In addition, this liberty is not present.

As an Oxford student can come in as he pleases, therefore a lot of them go in for art.

Only the men who like to work and can be treated with seriousness are well served in Oxford and Cambridge.

Any one can square himself with an ordinary degree.

At the University of London, a student is required to be present in college only six or seven times during the entire four years. He brings to his examinations his intermediate examinations at the end of his second and final examinations. Such requirements also a larger number of books for study. On the other hand, it affords an opportunity for the man who has a great desire and in financial difficulty to work it home.

A man who entered London University, he made three trips to England to have his examinations, and immediately returned to America. In the other hand, students of Harvard and Oxford, a few trips are all that are necessary to get a degree, if one is studying for a given amount of time. The entire scheme of university freedom should be treated with moderation, so that leaders may arise and that the largest may be reared.

"In Oxford and Cambridge the most worthwhile initiative is in the field of debating societies. Many men who are little or nothing in their scholastic work have become successful in later life because of their experience from speaking ad libu.

In their statement, as low, and bad examples of money have received their training. Gladstones, Amery, Grey and Asquith all won at the hands of the debating societies."
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AN INVITATION
When completed, the University platform will be the most direct and permanent place for band performances in the city. It will be connected with the streets of the Diagon, the Pye, and the Royal Road, from which every little street will be reached easily. It will cross the drawbridge on the race banks connecting with the new west Philadelphia station of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The new American and Economical Park. The most prominent the school will be continued by University avenue. This line of this new boulevard will be laid south of the Pennington, entitled University Wharf, and will add the position of the principal avenue of the river banks.

Mr. Paul Dr. C. Anderson, whose plan and picture the complete map with the board of the river below South Street. The structure will stand with the University of Pennsylvania buildings and the group of new avenues of the Philadelphia, Commercial, Hospital. It will skirt the artistic movement and from its western terminus University ave run in to be laid out in and Woodland avenue near 49th street. The eastern terminus will be at 32nd street and Gray's Ferry avenue and the approach is to be closed by the entrance of McKean boulevard and Vine avenue. The bridge will consist of four spans, its center one to be a double leaf center span. The span will provide a clear channel of 100 feet with all lanes open, and the river to be deepened to a depth of thirty feet beneath it.

"Summer Work" WEAR EVERY ALUMINUM
EARNINGS $500 to $1000 IN 10 WEEKS. NO CANVASSING SEE MR. MARSHALL THIS WEDNESDAY 1 TO 5 P.M.
ROOM 3, HOUSTON HALL

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLD FOR DRESSING SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

CHART HOUSE
Suita and Topcoats
$40, $45, $50

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT OUR STORE IS THE

CHART HOUSE of Philadelphia
The character of the suits and topcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Pennsashery

In the heart of the Remington "1221-1223 Chestnut Street"
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Still Think A $2 Bill Is Unlucky?

If you see Jack waiting comfortably under laden,—or Jim paying not the least attention to black notes that cross his path,—one's idea they'll soon be pushing up daisies.

They've surely left all faith in past superstitions—they realize the value of a $2 bill at THE CAMPUS SHOP! Where smart, modern haberdashery abounds. Step in today and replenish your wardrobe before vacation begins.

Endless selections in shirts, ties and necks.

"The Neck of the Bottle"

"I never knew bottles could neck!" exclaimed Flitz 70 when he saw the above sign, "but I suppose they've learned from being proved right so many necking parts."

This tee is really among those prized at the few dimes! You can distinguish him from the bottles because of the peculiar fitting Evening Flooring Cloth he wears which looks more like other Shawl lace from Perry's. 

PERRY & CO., N.B.T. 16th & CHESTNUT UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
Bowser in Industry

Great electric plants are lubricated by Bowser systems that continuously clean and purify the oils.

Railroads depend on Bowser for oil house systems, supply cars that travel thousands of miles of track.

Automobile plants equip production lines with Bowser systems that fuel and lubricate new cars at one operation.

Great steel mills are Bowser-equipped. So are paint manufacturers, paper mills, machinery makers—in fact, Bowser pervades industry from "I" to "y."

This, too, in addition to our leadership in the gas and oil industry, where the Bowser name is recognized as the mark of the leading manufacturer.

Men who have the ambition to travel and grow with a leader are invited to write us.

S.F. BOWSER & COMPANY, Inc.  FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U.S.A.
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MacDonald & Campbell
LEADING SPECIALISTS in YOUNG MEN'S
Suits Tuxedos  Brand Name Clothing Haberdashery  Mustard Apparel
Philadelphia 3080 S. 88th Street or Holsteen B. Organiser, at

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR LAW

University Law School Was Second in America, the First Being at Wisconsin and Mary.

WASHINGTON WITNESSED OPENING

Contemporary with the historically entrance requirements for colleges throughout the country has been the gradual rise of entrance requirements for entrance to the nation's law schools. Prior to the Civil War, law college preparation was a prerequisite to entry to any law school.

According to a bulletin recently issued by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching "Training for the Public Professor of Law," entrance requirements for entrance to the various law schools are as follows: College degree, 3 (Pennsylvania, Harvard, and Northwestern); Two years of college, 39 years or less than two years of college, 40. There are 184 law schools in the country at the present time.

Pennsylvania was the country's second law school, its idea being at William and Mary College, founded in 1720. Following the University's school, which was begun in 1766, was Columbia, 1774; Kenyon College, 1829, and Harvard, 1779; Which followed rapidly, after these had demonstrated and found a satisfactory method of teaching. Many universities found pastime for their students, and therefore compose thirty-nine per cent of the total number.

Possessors of the University's law school were continuously some of the most esteemed people of Revolutionary days, originally.

Clothes Cost!

When you compare a cheap, old-fashioned costume suit and a real hand-tailored custom suit, the difference is noted at once; the one is gone after a few months' wear while the other is good for a year. It will hold its shape; will press and clean well, and at all times you know you are well-dressed. Both are necessities to make and many Penn men know this. Why not you? Our prices are $25 to $85.

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT ST.

To get the most out of college you must be full of vitality, must have every nerve and muscle working full time. Right food is the key to it. The Shredded Wheat habit will help you to make mind and body alert and throw off the poisons that bring sluggishness. You'll like it, too. It's appeasing eaten half a hundred ways: smothered in fruit and cream or toasted with butter and hot milk are just two of them.

THE SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
OLDSMOBILE "6"  1-PASSENGER SEDAN

SOLD HERE DELIVERED including accessories and extra tire
GENERAL MOTORS GREATEST HIT

Kirk Motor Sales Co.
Walnut at 37th Street
Also used Chevrolets and Oldsmobiles

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself
THE MILESTONE SYSTEM, INC.

1835 MARKET STREET
5122 WALNUT STREET

HUPMOBILES
FORDS
NASHES
WILLYS KNIGHTS
BUICKS

The finest cigarette you ever smoked.
No harshness, not a bit of bite.
Because of an extra process—

"It’s toasted"
Your Throat Protection